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iMaker Group is a renowned architecture firm based in 
Dubai, United Arab Emirates. The Luxury Lifestyle Awards 
named them Best Architect in the category of Best Luxury 
Architecture (Single Residential Project) 2022. Architecture, 
interior design, and landscaping are among the services 
offered, with an emphasis on luxury living, exclusive bespoke 
design for clients, and the creation of luxurious spaces. 

iMaker Group facilitates transactions by providing turnkey 
solutions. From concept through completion and handover, 
we›ll take you through the entire process. We never fail to 
deliver when it comes to ideas and execution. Our architects, 
interior designers, and engineers are not only talented but 
also resourceful, providing practical solutions to difficult 
design requests and assuring the best possible outcome. 

 Creating designs in modern, contemporary, new classic, and 
even neo-futurist styles. If you can dream it, we can build it!

BUILDING 
YOUR
DREAMS
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a home constructed entirely out of love and elegance. This project was a lot 
of fun to design because there was a lot of room for imagination in creating a 
really unique and enjoyable play area from both the exterior and interior of this 
villa. The owner wants a stunning, modern home that is bursting with vegetation 
and strategically incorporates play areas for her children wherever it is feasible. 
So, accepting the challenge, we created a unique proposed design on how to 
construct chic, practical places with a sense of luxury that include play areas.

A villa with four stories and a lot measuring 1,682.22 square meters. Rich 
foliage envelops the structure. A fun running track, a basketball court, and a 
greenhouse for cultivating plants are all found in the courtyard. There are 4 
parking spaces, a gym, and an elevated pool among the estate’s amenities. 
In the interior, there are 18 bathrooms and restrooms, 5 kitchens, 7 bedrooms 
for family and guests, 4 dining rooms, 6 living rooms, and 4 walk-in closets, all of 
which are distributed evenly among each floor.

ABOUT
THE
PROJECT
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Inspired by the minimalist, modern, and contemporary architecture. This villa’s 
1,682.22 square meters of property are covered with foliage, bringing you 
closer to nature.

Modern architecture is distinctive even if it is simple in form. In truth, some of 
the most original designs to date have been produced by modern architects. 
Despite having flat roofs and a boxy appearance, modern are never dull and 
not conventional. Look at the dramatic, angular roof lines that are so prevalent 
in modern architecture; they are highly original.

Home owners benefit from natural light and a beautiful view of the courtyard 
thanks to the floor-to-ceiling windows. There is a space for a child to play and 
use their imagination in every nook and cranny of this magnificent home. 
Every corner of this home has a play area, including a basketball court and 
a fun track. This was done with the owner’s love for her children in mind, as a 
child’s environment greatly influences how their mind develops.

ARCHITECTURE
& LANDSCAPE
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Basement
586.29 SQM

First Floor
497.38 SQM

Ground Floor
734.42 SQM

Plot Area
1682.22 SQM

4 Storey Villa
Second Floor
317.41 SQM

Developer & Designer Builder
iMaker Construction

Amenities

iMaker Group

4 Parking
Area

4 Walk-in
Closet

Outdoor
Sitting Area
(Courtyard)

4 Dining
Area

6 Living/
Sitting Area

5 Kitchen
Area

18 Washrooms
& Restrooms

7 Bedroom

Kids 
Play AreaSwimming Pool Gym
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Estate Birds Eye View Outside Sitting Area
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All high-end interiors place a premium on components that provide a high 
level of comfort, quality, intricacy, and elegance. Luxe design appeals to 
people because of its sophisticated appearance. Luxury isn’t a matter of 
where you live. It’s more of a mental condition, a concept of living the best 
life possible. It is the sense of style that counts, not the size. When high-
end interior design is done well, even the tiniest studios can amaze with 
elegance. A well-executed high-end interior design must place a strong 
emphasis on quality. It shouldn’t, however, veer too far from the user›s own 
personality.

INTERIOR
DESIGN
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The basement is always portrayed as dark, muddy, and wet and frequently 
terrifying in horror films.  This cliché was very popular in the late 20th century.  
This is far from the truth. If you use the space wisely, especially if you have 
a large basement, you may turn it into something spectacular to impress 
your guests and family members.

While the estate’s exterior is heavily influenced by new classic style, the 
interior is a mix of contemporary and new classic. We enjoy developing 
one-of-a-kind designs that are far from typical but exude luxury. Adding 
a pop art accessories may seem out of place in a classic design, but 
knowing when and where to use them creates an opulent atmosphere 
and provides additional value to your total interior design.

BASEMENT
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Kids Play Area
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Basement Hall Living AreaKids Play Area
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Kids Play Area
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Kids Play Area
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Playrooms can be a lot of fun to design because 
they’re all about children’s imagination and 
inventiveness.  Whether your children’s play area 
is a separate room, a section of their bedroom, 
or simply a corner of your living room, there are 
ways to make it both functional and appealing. 
What Toddler would not love this playroom! Create 
magic in your home.

FUN TIME! 
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Kids Play Area
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Kids Play Area
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Kids Play Area
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Kids Play AreaBasement Hall Living AreaKids Play Area
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Basement Hall Living Area Basement Hall Living Area Basement Hall Living AreaKids Play Area Washroom Kids Play Area Restroom Kids Play Area Restroom
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CHILDREN SEE 
MAGIC BECAUSE 
THEY LOOK FOR IT.
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Living Area
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Living Area
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Bar and Counter
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Dining Area Dining Area
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The basement is always portrayed as dark, muddy, and wet and frequently 
terrifying in horror films.  This cliché was very popular in the late 20th century.  
This is far from the truth. If you use the space wisely, especially if you have 
a large basement, you may turn it into something spectacular to impress 
your guests and family members.

We enjoy developing one-of-a-kind designs that are far from typical but 
exude luxury. Using accessories and or a pop art design but having 
an understanding to when and where to use them creates an opulent 
atmosphere and provides additional value to your total interior design.

BASEMENT
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Living Area HallwayElevator 
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Staircase Living Area Hallway Living Area Hallway
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Restroom
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Gym Area Gym Area
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Locker Area Steam Room
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Beauty SalonMassage
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WashroomRestroom
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The best method to leave a lasting impression on your guests is to give 
them wonderful recollections. creating spaces that are both aesthetically 
pleasing and able to hold a large number of people. to enjoy oneself, 
whether with family or visitors. This space is undoubtedly instagrammable 
and can generate creative ideas while you unwind by playing games or 
watching movies.

BELLE 
MÉMOIRE
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Play Area
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Play Area
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It’s all about comforts and luxury living for wealthy households. Real luxury 
living combines the comforts of home with the amenities, elegance, and 
peace of mind of a hotel. True pleasure and fulfillment are what luxury is. 
It’s the sensation you have when you wake up slowly in a cozy bed and 
take in your beautifully decorated space. Luxury is living in luxury. It’s a 
place where you’re constantly reminded to appreciate the lovely things 
in life.

LIVING
A LIFESTYLE
It’s all about comforts and luxury living for wealthy households. Real luxury 
living combines the comforts of home with the amenities, elegance, and 
peace of mind of a hotel. True pleasure and fulfillment are what luxury is. 
It’s the sensation you have when you wake up slowly in a cozy bed and 
take in your beautifully decorated space. Luxury is living in luxury. It’s a 
place where you’re constantly reminded to appreciate the lovely things 
in life.

LIVING
A LIFESTYLE
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Guest Entrance HallwayGuest Entrance Hallway
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Majilis
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Majilis
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Majilis
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Majilis Majilis
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Guest Washroom
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Guest Restroom
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Guest Entrance
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Guest Living Room Guest Living Room
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WashroomFamily Living Area   
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Family Living Area   
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WashroomFamily Living Area   
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Family Dining Area
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Open Kitchen and Bar Counter
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Formal Seating AreaFamily Living Area   
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Family Living AreaFamily Living Area Family Living AreaFamily Living Area LobbyFamily Living Staircase Lobby Entrace Lobby
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Family Living AreaFamily Living AreaFamily Living Area Family Living AreaFamily Dining Area
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selecting color schemes for specific rooms and a home’s overall color 
personality? When selecting a color personality with a variety of hues, 
keep in mind that it can convey a similar message. By choosing flooring 
for the entire house, each room will seem rooted in the house and familiar. 

Knowing your vibe is one of the secrets. We also have experienced and 
skilled interior designers who are adept at establishing a home’s character 
from the start and prevent mistakes. We are now officially beyond dull.

Here we consider what works even odd furnishing or fixtures to fit in so the 
theme will be cohesive all through out. Having each room tell its story yet 
connected to each one.

CREATING
A COHESIVE
THEME
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Family Living AreaFamily Living AreaStaircase
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Family Living AreaRestroom
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Guest Bedroom
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Family Living AreaGuest Bedroom
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Family Entrance Family EntranceWashroom Guest Dressing Room
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Family Living AreaOfiice
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Ofiice
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BOYS BEDROOM

GIRLS BEDROOM
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DETAIL DESIGN
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pristine, exclusive, and sophisticated. designing the interiors with an 
emphasis on opulent elegance, from the entrance hallways through the 
rooms and closets. We develop highly efficient environments with exquisite 
craftsmanship that are also timeless and beautiful.

ELEGANCE
IN EVERY 
CORNER
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Family Living AreaBoys Bedroom
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Family Living AreaBoys Bedroom
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Family Living AreaBoys Bedroom
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Family Living AreaWalk-in Closet
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Family Living AreaWalk-in Closet
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Master BedroomFamily Living AreaRestroom
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Master Bedroom
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REAL COMFORT, 
VISUAL AND 
PHYSICAL, IS 
VITAL TO EVERY 
ROOM.
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Master Bedroom
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Master Bedroom Seating AreaWash Area
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Restroom
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Don’t be frustrated if finding the correct elements to add to a room’s 
design takes the longest part of your designing effort. Take your time and 
be patient because a hasty job will frequently leave your room looking 
and feeling incomplete. A room’s design details are similar to the sprinkles 
on a bowl of ice cream. The ice cream is delicious on its own, but with 
sprinkles, it’s much better!

DETAILS
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Lighting that is strategically placed gives a new depth to a space, 
bringing an interior design idea to life. Great lighting adds depth and 
height, creates cozy nooks, and highlights your most outstanding features. 
It›s all about finding the right combination of light and shade and infusing 
a room with new life.

LUMINANCE
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Walk-in Closet
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Girls Bedroom 1
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Girls Bedroom
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Restroom
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Girls Walk-in Closet
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Girls Walk-in Closet

Color accents in modern interiors have their place as well. Color accents 
that are bright and expressive “revive” the situation. The accent wall is 
one of the most popular approaches currently. However, this isn’t the only 
option to include vivid colors into your room›s decor. Textiles or other decor 
can be used to achieve this.

PASTEL
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Girls Bedroom 2
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Girls Bedroom 2
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Staircase AreaRestroom
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LIVING ROOM
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DETAIL DESIGN
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Girls’ Bedroom 1

One of the most important aspects of any villa is its overall design – in 
terms of architecture, landscaping, interior design, etc. – all of these forces 
combine to create the best luxury villas are certainly a sight to behold, 
with a distinct personality expressed in the structure’s overall look, from its 
exterior to its interiors.

A MODERN 
LUXURY 
LIVING.
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Living Room
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Living Room
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Pantry
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IF YOU TRULY 
LOVE NATURE, 
YOU WILL 
FIND BEAUTY 
EVERYWHERE.
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Harmony is the sense that all of the elements of your design fit together. 
They may fit the same theme, aesthetic style or mood. The important 
takeaway is that each distinct piece seems to belong together in some 
way, even if it is not identical to anything else.

Unity refers to the repetition of particular elements throughout your design 
— whether they’re colors, shapes or materials — to pull the look together.

These principles are used to create a sense of cohesion in the space. 
Using harmony and unity to create a sense of cohesion makes that initial 
pattern recognition easy.

HOME
HARMONY
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LIVING ROOM
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BEDROOM
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Living Area
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Living Area
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Open Kitchen and DiningOpen Kitchen and Dining
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Bedroom



sales@imaker-group.com

32 Marasi Drive, Business Bay
Dubai, United Arab Emirates

www.imaker-group.com


